
HETEROCHROMATIN

In 1928 Heitz coined two terms, “euchromatin” and

“heterochromatin”, to describe parts of chromosomes

with the former subjected to compaction–decompaction

processes and the latter being constantly in the compact-

ed state. Heitz considered the heterochromatin regions of

chromosome genetically inert [1]. It was established from

the very beginning that centromeres (CEN), pericen-

tromeric regions (periCEN), and subtelomeric regions

(subTel) – the most important regions in chromosomes –

are associated with the regions of constitutive heterochro-

matin (HChr). HChr enriched with tandem repeats

(TRs) remains the most mysterious part of the genome.

HChr forms distinctive structures – chromocenters – in

the interphase nucleus of many species. It is assumed that

formation of one chromocenter could involve HChr from

different chromosomes [2].

Proteins characteristic for HChr such as, for exam-

ple, HP1 protein, have been identified in chromocenters
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Abstract—Centromeres (CEN), pericentromeric regions (periCEN), and subtelomeric regions (subTel) comprise the areas

of constitutive heterochromatin (HChr). Tandem repeats (TRs or satellite DNA) are the main components of HChr form-

ing no less than 10% of the mouse and human genome. HChr is assembled within distinct structures in the interphase nuclei

of many species – chromocenters. In this review, the main classes of HChr repeat sequences are considered in the order of

their number increase in the sequencing reads of the mouse chromocenters (ChrmC). TRs comprise ~70% of ChrmC occu-

pying the first place. Non-LTR (-long terminal repeat) retroposons (mainly LINE, long interspersed nuclear element) are

the next (~11%), and endogenous retroviruses (ERV; LTR-containing) are in the third position (~9%). HChr is not enriched

with ERV in comparison with the whole genome, but there are differences in distribution of certain elements: while MaLR-

like elements (ERV3) are dominant in the whole genome, intracisternal A-particles and corresponding LTR (ERV2) are

prevalent in HChr. Most of LINE in ChrmC is represented by the 2-kb fragment at the end of the 2nd open reading frame

and its flanking regions. Almost all tandem repeats classified as CEN or periCEN are contained in ChrmC. Our previous

classification revealed 60 new mouse TR families with 29 of them being absent in ChrmC, which indicates their location on

chromosome arms. TR transcription is necessary for maintenance of heterochromatic status of the HChr genome part. A

burst of TR transcription is especially important in embryogenesis and other cases of radical changes in the cell program,

including carcinogenesis. The recently discovered mechanism of epigenetic regulation with noncoding sequences tran-

scripts, long noncoding RNA, and its role in embryogenesis and pluripotency maintenance is discussed.
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using immunohistochemistry [3, 4]. The genes located in

the HChr regions are predominantly in the transcription-

ally inactive state, with very few exceptions. Various types

of DNA repeats constitute the main part of HChr.

Tandem repeats and transposable elements (TEs) of vari-

ous classes (ERV, LINE, SINE, DNA-transposons) are

recognized among the DNA repeats in higher eukaryotes.

The combined TEs comprise up to 2/3 of the genome in

the genome databases [5].

Tandem repeats (or satellite DNA, satDNA) are

among the main components of HChr, making up for

example no less than 10% of the human and mouse

genome. In recent decades, TR transcripts were found

that were specific for early embryonic development and

for transformed cells [6-9]. TRs are the most complicat-

ed part of the genome for assembly and annotation. Only

the most abundant TRs (major) are known for most high-

er eukaryotes. Even the explosive development of genome

sequencing and annotation technologies has provided

only limited information on the composition of the chro-

mosome regions formed by TRs due to the lack of suitable

assembly algorithms. In the assembled chromosome of

most genomes of higher eukaryotes, there is a gap in the

place of CEN/periCEN – GPG (golden path gap) – with

the size of 3 Mb. Non-mapped on the chromosomes and

non-annotated TR fields are present in the contigs of the

WGS (Whole Genome Shotgun database). Bioinformatics

approaches developed in our laboratory facilitate identifi-

cation and annotation of large TRs in assembled genomes

of different quality.

Because of difficulties in assembling of fragments

containing TRs, mapping and annotation of the HChr

regions limit the possibilities for investigation of the func-

tional role of HChr and its composition; until the present

time, HChr remains the “dark matter” of the genome.

The possibility for isolation of chromocenters from

mouse nuclei revealed qualitative and quantitative com-

position of HChr providing reference points for future

assembly.

SEQUENCING AND DNA ANALYSIS

OF CHROMOCENTERS

Chromocenters in mouse nuclei are associated with

HChr protein markers. The protein composition of chro-

mocenters has been investigated quite well [10, 11], but the

question on DNA sequences comprising chromocenters

and HChr itself remain poorly understood. Chromocenters

are brightly stained with DAPI, which is considered as an

indicator of enrichment with AT-rich fragments [12, 13].

In this review, we considered the classes of DNA revealed

during sequencing of DNA from mouse chromocenters.

Figure 1 shows characteristics of chromocenters iso-

lated according to the published technique [14, 15]. The

method is based on the following procedure: first, nuclei

isolated from mouse liver are subjected to mild ultrasound

following ultracentrifugation; next, the fraction shown to

contain undamaged chromocenters identified using

microscopy is used [14, 15]. DNA from chromocenters

was labeled using a degenerate primer; the results of

FISH (fluorescent in situ hybridization) demonstrated its

colocalization with chromocenters (Fig. 1, II and III).

Cloning of this preparation showed that it was depleted of

TRs, hence the non-amplified preparation was

sequenced, thus ruling out all errors associated with

amplification. The dataset of all read sequences was

termed ChrmC. It was found that TR comprised ~71% of

ChrmC, with the known mouse TRs (major mouse satel-

lite MaSat (~66%) and minor mouse satellite MiSat

(~4%)) being most represented. The second most fre-

quent type was non-LTR (-long terminal repeats) retro-

posons (LINE (long interspersed nuclear element) main-

ly) representing ~11%. Endogenous retroviruses occupied

the third place (~9%). Around 6% of ChrmC fragments

remained unidentified, which was not surprising consid-

ering the number of non-annotated sequences even in the

best assembled genomes [16]. In this review we discuss

the main classes of HChr sequences in order of increasing

of their amount in HChr (sequence reads, ChrmC).

Fig. 1. (I) Agarose gel electrophoresis of products of amplification of DNA from chromocenters (1) and DNA from centromeres (2); (II) FISH

of the probe produced with DNA from chromocenters (green, ChrmC) and major satellite (red, MaSat) on the nuclei of the mouse cell cul-

ture L929; overlapping image (a) and individual probe images (b, c). (III) FISH of chromocenter DNA (green) on metaphase plates of the

CH3 mouse (normal karyotype). Chromosomes without probe (likely sex chromosomes) are marked. Scale bar for II and III – 5 µm (modi-

fied from Kuznetsova et al. [46] with permission).
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Endogenous retroviruses in heterochromatin.

Representation of ERV (endogenous retrovirus) is almost

the same in the mouse genome and in ChrmC, but the

distribution of the ERV classes is asymmetrical in the

assembled genome in comparison with ChrmC.

All contigs containing MiSat, MaSat, and TRPC-

21A (TR identified as periCEN) together with the ERV

fragment were selected from the WGS database of the

mouse genome. This way of selection suggests that all

contigs associated with CEN/periCEN including GPG

will be present in the selection. The produced selection

included ~2000 contigs and more than a half of ERV in

the TR fields are represented by the inner part of intracis-

ternal A-particles (IAP) or their individual LTR [17].

Endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) are well represented

both in the human and mouse genome. The is no unified

classification of ERVs, very often one element either

belongs to different groups according to various classifi-

cations or has different names. Six families of human

ERVs are recognized based on the analysis of similarities

of nucleotide sequences of the human pol gene: HERV-

K, -H, -W, -L, -F, -I, which are assigned to different

types of retroviruses. For example, the HERV-K family is

assigned to β-retroviruses, and several families including

HERV-H – to γ-retroviruses [18]. ERVs are divided into

three main classes depending on structural features, but

LTRs are typical for all of them [19]. The ERV3 class

includes MaLR (mammalian apparent LTR retrotrans-

posons) elements with 388 thousand distinct copies in the

mouse genome. MaLRs are active in the genome and are

represented by MERVL, MTA, and ORR1 [20]. We

detected the class of TR based on the fragments of the

MTA element. Part of the inner MTA fragment and one

of the LTRs produce the monomer from which TR fields

are assembled [21]. The ERV3 class occupies the second

position in the list of ERVs in ChrmC, but the ERV2

(IAP) class represents the major portion of ERVs.

There are 10-time more copies of the ERV2-class

elements in the mouse genome in comparison with the

human genome. Two groups of elements of this class are

the most active in mice: IAP and ETn. It is IAP that is the

most abundant ERV in chromocenters (ChrmC). The

name of this element – IAP (endoplasmic reticulum

intracisternal A particle) indicates that RNAs transcribed

from IAP together with proteins can form virus-like par-

ticles in the cytoplasm of a cell, which is especially

important in the process of embryonic development (see

next section).

The unexpected enrichment of HChr with IAP was

proved experimentally with a synthesized labeled probe

designed according to in silico data and FISH test of this

probe (Fig. 2). The results confirmed periCEN location

Fig. 2. FISH and fiber-FISH with IAP probe on chromatin from M. musculus. a) IAP probe (red) on metaphase plate of the L929 cell culture;

b) IAP probe (red) and MiSat probe (green) on metaphase plate from bone marrow (normal karyotype); c) fiber-FISH on chromatin from

L929 with IAP probe (red) and MiSat probe (green). Contrasted with DAPI (blue). Scale bar – 10 µm [17].
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of the probe. Hence, the enrichment of HChr with the

IAP element was demonstrated both in silico and in situ.

We did not observe enrichment of HChr with ERVs

in comparison with the rest of genome, but asymmetry

was observed: while the MaLR-like elements (ERV3)

were most frequent in the genome (as a whole), IAP and

corresponding LTR (class ERV2) prevailed in HChr.

LTRs of ERVs are strong promoters and in some cases can

initiate transcription in both directions [22, 23]. The ERV

identified in HChr (especially their LTR) can be tran-

scription promoters for the adjacent TR. The ERV tran-

scripts (for mouse – IAP, class ERV2) can support the

mechanism of functionally significant breaks in the

periCEN region.

ROLE OF ENDOGENOUS RETROVIRUSES

IN DEVELOPMENT AND EVOLUTIONARY

INNOVATIONS

It is known that certain classes of TEs (or retroele-

ments), LINEs, and ERVs in particular, mark the sites

(breakpoints) of evolutionary innovations [24]. The “evo-

lutionary breakpoints” in the mammalian genome repre-

sent certain locations that are used multiple times in the

process of karyotype evolution. It can be seen if one fol-

lows phylogenetic trajectories of orthologous (syntenic)

chromosome segments that many evolutionarily signifi-

cant breaks coincide with either the extinct centromeric

activity or formation of a new CEN [25]. It was shown

that ERV is an essential component of CEN [26], which

is actively transcribed [23]. The transcripts of TRs and

retroviruses comprise a new class of RNAs belonging to

long noncoding RNAs (lncRNA). The ERVs from which

lncRNA are transcribed are components of the CEN

domain in several classes of vertebrates.

The presence of certain classes of ERVs in HChr is

gaining attention due to the recently discovered presence

of ERV transcripts in the composition of lncRNAs and a

key role of lncRNAs in regulation of gene assemblies. For

example, it was shown that ERV lncRNAs played an

important role in determining which genes and when

must be activated in neural stem (progenitor) cells [27,

148].

Intrauterine development is one of the features of

placental mammals. More than a thousand genes partici-

pate in the process of prenatal development, which prior

to that have played absolutely different functions in dif-

ferent parts of the organism. With time these genes

became sensitive to female progesterone and this sensitiv-

ity, in turn, emerged due to ERV transposons [28-31].

This is how mammals managed to get evolutionary

advantage through ERV activity [32]. Now ERVs are

included in the system of genome regulation often as

domesticated genes, but mainly as transcripts and

lncRNA components.

It was shown that HERV-H (one of the classes of

human ERVs) is inactive in the differentiated cells in an

adult organism, while it plays an important role in the

development of embryonic cells: HERV-H represents the

key component required for the development of pluripo-

tency. Human stem cells were subjected to the action of

RNAs that suppressed HERV-H transcription activity.

Following this, stem cells lost the indicators of pluripo-

tency and assumed fibroblast-like phenotype [33, 148].

The ERVs from different classes are systematically

transcribed in early embryogenesis and in the different

stages of development – different LTRs from various ERVs

serve as initiators of stage-specific transcription, thus gen-

erating hundreds of lncRNA coexpressed with ERVs. For

example, the blastocyst-specific type of ERV activates

transformation of human embryonic stem cells into epi-

blast cells. Change in transcription of certain types of ERVs

coordinates the expression of gene assemblies like a con-

ductor conducting an orchestra [34]. The ERV lncRNA: 1)

recruit transcription coactivators to regulatory DNA-bind-

ing complexes and enhancer parts of the genome; 2) inter-

act with Oct-4 and other protein factors and change chro-

matin conformation [34-37]. It is demonstrated in Fig. 3

that the increase in transcription of HERV-K and HERV-

H is characteristic for certain developmental stages and

during pluripotency induction; at these moments, tran-

scription activation could correlate with activation of tran-

scription of gene assemblies (Fig. 3, I; [38]).

Mouse IAPs belong to the same type of ERVs as

human HERV-K [38]. IAP transcripts were found in

endoplasmic reticulum particles in numbers correlating

with the change in the number of IAP transcripts [39].

Morphology of IAP particles is similar to that of HERV-

K (Fig. 3, IIb; [40]).

Data on localization of individual classes of human

ERVs in euchromatin or HChr are lacking, but we have

observed enrichment of the mouse HChr specifically with

IAP (ERV2).

It is likely that ERVs located in HChr maintain the

state of pluripotency the same way as is done by HERV-

K, an ERV of the same class 2 (Fig. 3, I).

LINEs

It was demonstrated using cytology that the major

families of non-LTR TE (LINEs and SINEs) occupy dif-

ferent areas in the mouse and human genomes, which are

assigned to G- and R-bands, respectively, in metaphase

chromosomes [41]. Sequence analysis of the genome

assemblies shows that LINEs are characteristic for AT-

rich (G-positive, facultative HChr), while SINEs – for

GC-rich (R-positive, euchromatin) chromosome regions

[42]. The probes to L1 (most abundant in LINEs) and B1

(most abundant in rodent SINEs) mark facultative HChr

(L1) and euchromatin (B1) at the chromosome arms dur-
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ing FISH assay. The probes for full-length L1 or SINEs

do not produce any signal in the CEN/periCEN regions

[43]. The paradox of the presence of LINEs in HChr but

the absence of the LINE probe on hybridization (FISH)

can be explained if one suggests that not the full-length

LINEs are present in the constitutive HChr, but their sep-

arate fragments.

Our results produced using various techniques

(analysis of reads in high throughput sequencing of DNA

from chromocenters, analysis of clones produced from

Fig. 3. (I) Dynamics of expression of HERV-H (blue line) and HERV-K (red line) during early development (a) and during induction of

pluripotency (b); H, high level of expression; L, low level of expression. b) iPSC, induced pluripotent stem cells [34]. (II) a) Particles of

HERV-K in endoplasmic reticulum of human embryonic carcinoma cells (hECC): 1) electron microscopy, staining/contrasting with heavy

metal salts, virus-like particles (VLP) are inframed; 2) immunoelectron microscopy with antibodies against gag capsid protein; b) scheme

summarizing HERV-K transcription dynamics in human embryos and cultivated pluripotent cells (hESC). Dashed lines represent expression

levels of OCT4 and HERV-K and DNA methylation in naпve and primed hESC without the data on embryogenesis after implantation. The

arrow indicates EGA (early genome activation) in the moment of the activation of the embryo genome [40] (reproduced with permission from

the Publisher).
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this DNA following a degenerate oligonucleotide-primed

(DOP) amplification, and clone hybridization) demon-

strate that chromocenters are enriched with ~2-kb frag-

ment of the LINE 3′-end (Fig. 4b). One of the families of

TRs related to TEs from the initial TR classification con-

sists of the LINE fragments (TR-L1) of the same type,

hence the monomers consist of the 2-kb fragment that

includes 3′-end of the ORF2 and 3′-noncoding region

[21]. Mapping of TR-L1 in silico onto the assembled

genome showed enrichment in the region of facultative

HChr [44]. A similar fragment was found during analysis

of the human centromere assembly (Fig. 5). We used the

human centromere assembly predicted with bioinformat-

ics methods ([45]; LinearCen 1.1, GCA_000442335.2).

Mapping of the LINE fragments identified in cen-

tromeres of two human chromosomes for this assembly

onto the L1 consensus from RepBase demonstrated

enrichment with similar ~2-kb fragments of the LINE 3′-

end. Precisely this fragment is characteristic for the

mouse and human HChr [46, 47].

The human artificial chromosome (HAC) is stably

maintained in mouse cells only if it is incorporated into

the composition of chromocenters [48]. At the same

time, the main CEN and periCEN TRs from mouse and

human do not exhibit any common elements during

alignment except the short 17-bp CENP-B box (binding

site of the CENP-B CEN protein) [49]. The common

LINE fragment present in the CEN/periCEN regions of

the two species can facilitate association of HAC with

mouse chromocenters [46].

High content of the particular LINE fragment in

chromocenters removes the contradiction between the in

silico and in situ (FISH) data. During FISH, HChr is not

stained with full-length LINE (amount is too small), but

the LINE 3′-fragment is specific for HChr (~11% in

ChrmC).

Dynamic equilibrium exists between the lncRNAs

originating from LINEs and ERVs during embryonic

development; furthermore, higher content of the LINE

transcripts corresponds to the later stages [50]. LINEs are

the main component of the Cot1 RNA (RNA that

hybridizes with high-copy DNA) in differentiated cells;

moreover, the transcripts of the same 3′-end of the LINE

are most abundant in Cot1 RNA [51]. It is likely that

Cot1 RNA is transcribed from the fragments located in

HChr. This is how the developing area of science on

lncRNAs assigns regulatory functions to components of

HChr – dark matter of the genome.

TANDEM REPEATS OR SATELLITE DNA

The DNA fraction found as an additional peak dur-

ing centrifugation in density gradients was termed “satel-

lite” DNA [52]. Genome sequencing did not reveal any-

thing that could make this part of the genome a satellite –

the massifs of satDNA (TR) in the assembled genome

were continuations of the euchromatin regions. We found

it inconvenient to use the term “satDNA” when working

with genome databases, and it was decided to use the eas-

ily formalized term – tandem repeats (TR). The term

“large tandem repeats” considers the size of field without

inserts between monomers with size higher than a few

kilobase pairs (for mouse higher than 3 kb), length of

monomer, GC-composition, and degree of variability of

monomers in the field. All these characteristics have

quantitative expression, which allows identifying the TR

closest to the classic satDNA. Classification of TRs is

conducted automatically during comparison of the

sequences [21], and this is the way in which the degree of

similarity of different monomers is considered. The term

“satDNA” has been reserved for some TRs cloned in the

pre-genome era and historically was used in their

names – major and minor mouse satellites (MaSat and

MiSat), human satellite 3 (HS3).

TRs represent a DNA class that is found only in

eukaryotes – it is absent in prokaryotes. The TR fields

consist of short sequences (monomers) that are repeated

multiple times. The TR field gains the capacity for non-

trivial chromatin packing [53]. The content of TRs in

genomes of high eukaryotes can be tens of percent and

only rarely can be below 10% of the genome.

Fig. 5. a) Schematic representation of locations of clones containing LINE fragments on the sequences L1_MM and Lxs; b) LINE fragments

found in centromeres of two human chromosomes and mapped on L1 (adapted from Kuznetsova et al. [46]; reproduced with permission).

a                                                             b
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Views on this part of the genome have been changing

in recent years following discovery of TR transcription,

although most TRs belong to the non-annotated “dark”

part of the genome. According to the primary sequence,

the TRs are different for different species up to being

species-specific. As a rule, different TRs are located in

CENs and periCEN regions of the chromosome. TRs

evolve rapidly, but they maintain their functions in the

kinetochore [44]. Despite the differences in the TR

sequences from different species, TRs display common

features – organization into long homogenous fields and

length of a monomer corresponding to the size of nucle-

osomal DNA, and propensity of TR regions for formation

of noncanonical secondary DNA structures [54].

Individual monomers in the composition of TRs

could differ in nucleotide sequence displaying substitu-

tions, deletions, and inserts with lengths of several

nucleotides. Different variants of high order repeats

(HOR) are characteristic for individual chromosomes and

can form long blocks in the composition of a single chro-

mosome [55-57].

TRs are the most variable components of the

genome, but in the pre-genome era, when only a limited

number of cloned satDNAs was available, it was not pos-

sible to elucidate the set of TRs even in organisms from

the same genus. Now comparison of the TR sets becomes

feasible [58, 59].

Expression of the major mouse satellite (MaSat) was

found to be required in the two-cell stage of development

for formation of chromocenters [6]. Such fundamental

discoveries related to the role of TRs are based on the

known cloned mouse MaSat sequence. It is impossible

for most other TRs to determine their transcriptional sta-

tus because these TRs are not yet described and classified.

Lack of information on TRs hinders their investigation.

Tens of mammalian genomes have been sequenced in the

last decade, but there have been only a few studies devot-

ed to the analysis of TRs on the genome level [60-62]. In

the case of TEs, the analysis on the genome level was

shown to be successful in the studies devoted to the

attempts to suggest common classification of TEs [63-

67]. The attempt has been made to create a TR database

using the data from the sequences of the reference

genomes – TRDB (Tandem Repeats Data Base) [68].

Unfortunately, TRs were not annotated and only a limit-

ed part of the currently available genomes was used. The

RepBase database comprising manually annotated DNA

repeats is a valuable source of information [69]. Authors

actively use this information on identified repeats in the

assembled genomes.

The results of a large study were published in 2013,

the goal of which was the search for the major TRs for

each species with the sequenced genome [70].

Unfortunately, the authors identified the major TRs based

on contradictory assumptions. They suggested that the

major TR would be the one that would be represented in

high copy number in the genome and localized in the

region of centromeres. It has been known from pre-

genome era knowledge on the cloned and mapped TRs

that the major TRs were located in periCEN region

(~10% of genome), while the CENP-box containing

CEN TRs comprised no more than 1% [21, 71]. The con-

tradictory assumptions of these authors led to an antici-

pated outcome – none of the three experimentally iden-

tified CEN TRs was included in their analysis.

Nevertheless, this work represents the most exhaustive

analysis of the high-copy TRs in 282 species conducted

using methods of bioinformatics. It was shown that the

high-copy TRs show similarity only in phylogenetically

very close species, while the question on variability of TRs

between genera and more so between species was beyond

the scope of this study. The main conclusion of the study

[70] was that the high-copy TRs in the genomes of differ-

ent species differed in almost all parameters. At the same

time, the proteins common for both CEN and periCEN

regions are highly conserved. It is clear that there is no

such motif as, for example, CENP-box, for binding these

proteins. The question arises, what factor determines

binding of these proteins? The main candidate for this

role is TR curvature. Structure-specific interaction of

helicase p68 (DDX5) and SAF-A proteins with DNA was

demonstrated, which depended on the DNA curvature

[72-74]. A model was suggested according to which the

TRs in centromere region formed a series of sequences

alternating in the degree of curvature [75]. The specific

folding structures of the chromatin areas containing TRs

are based on locus-specific TRs and likely are stabilized

by binding of nuclear proteins. It is impossible so far to

prove this hypothesis due to insufficient number of

assembled CEN/periCEN regions.

Almost all MaSat (periCEN) and MiSat (CEN) of

the mouse genome are in the composition of chromocen-

ters (ChrmC). All the rest TR families together comprise

only ~1% of the ChrmC composition, and 31 families

from 62 TR families have not been found in ChrmC,

which suggests their location in the chromosome arms.

The availability of TRs in the chromosome arms was

reposted for the house mouse [44], human [60, 61], and

Tribolium castaneum beetle [54]. In silico analysis of the

assembled T. castaneum genome demonstrated the pres-

ence of TRs with characteristic monomer length of

170 bp and number of repeats in the field of five and more

in the euchromatin part of chromosome arms [54].

The presence of TR fields in euchromatic chromo-

some arms can impart a structural barcode to the chro-

mosome, i.e. chromosome-specific marking [44]. The

marking can be set in motion during morphogenesis due

to association of similar sequences. The number of

monomers in the field is also important. It was shown in

dogs that exactly the number of monomers in the TR

fields adjacent to the developmental genes results in the

rapid but topologically conservative inheritable change of
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the skull shape [76]. The role of TR fields in euchromatin

will be further clarified during their classification and

investigation in higher eukaryotes.

The mechanisms of chromosome motions remain

poorly understood [77]. The locations of chromosomes

relative to each other can change in the cell cycle only

during mitosis at the moment of metaphase plate forma-

tion [78]. In the same short time interval, a fiber between

chromosomes is synthesized that consists of TRs and pro-

teins bound to them [79, 80]. The chromosome motion

can occur due to the synthesis of the fiber containing TRs

during mitosis and, as a result, the positions of chromo-

some territories change.

It can be concluded at this time that the basic MaSat

and MiSat (or human alpha and HS1-4, according to our

preliminary data their analogs are present in all genomes)

form the basis of CEN/periCEN regions in chromosomes

and in the interphase nucleus they represent the basis of

chromosome territories (immobile but not inert part

inside the nucleus), where a “boiling” surface is located

on which the processes occur associated with maintaining

active cell metabolism [81]. In this manner HChr – “dark

matter of the genome” – ensures fundamental 3D struc-

ture of interphase chromatin.

TRANSCRIPTION OF TANDEM

REPEATS IN NORMAL CELLS

There is no doubt at present that transcriptional

activity in HChr regions – in fact noncoding DNA –

exists. The first data on transcriptional activity of TRs

were reported in 1960-1970 [82-85]. These data seemed

so contradictory to the “central dogma of cell biology”

that the authors explained their results with inadequate

methods resulting in artifacts. Nevertheless, several years

later the transcription of satDNA had been fully proven

for the lampbrush chromosomes of amphibians [86, 87],

and next for birds [88]. TR transcripts were found in

many organisms belonging to different phyla and

classes – insects, fishes, human, mouse, fission yeasts,

cereal grasses, and others [89-94]. The amount of data is

sufficient to conclude that we are dealing not with a

unique phenomenon, but with a regular event in biology.

The amount of TR transcripts in terminally differen-

tiated cells in the absence of stress conditions varies in the

range of 1-5% of the transcriptome [95, 96]. The number

of transcripts can increase manifold under certain condi-

tions: during embryogenesis, at the beginning of prolifer-

ation, cell aging, cell differentiation, cancerogenesis, and

cell stress [95, 97, 98].

The TR transcripts consist of RNAs with length from

20 to 5000 bp. Despite the availability of polyA sequence,

the main part of lncRNA TRs is localized in nucleus close

to the DNA encoding them [99]. Variability of the found

transcripts can be explained by either variability of the TRs

in the genome, or lncRNA processing [100, 101]. The

periCEN TRs in mouse (MaSat and γ-satellites) and

human (HS1-3) are transcribed more often. Transcription

of CEN TRs is observed less frequently. Asymmetry is the

feature of the periCEN TR transcription in mammals –

only one strand is transcribed. Furthermore, switches

between the strands are most likely not random. The

switch between the strands occurs in strictly defined

moments during human and mouse embryogenesis (Fig.

6, I; [6, 7, 102, 103]). Transcriptional activity is often

accompanied by significant decondensation of periCEN

HChr (Fig. 6, II) and its demethylation [104, 105].

Transcription of many noncoding sequences is char-

acteristic for mammalian embryogenesis. In humans,

90% of transcripts are represented by lncRNA in the blas-

tocyst developmental stage. In mice at the stage of pre-

ovulation oocyte, 45% of the transcriptome is not identi-

fied as genes with known functions [106]. Tissue-specific

expression of the particular repeating elements is higher

than for the genes [107].

The transcription of MaSat in mouse embryogenesis

demonstrates pulsed character, i.e. burst-like growth with

rapid decline is observed. In the early stage of two blas-

tomeres (32 h), the transcription of the “sense” (in mouse

T-rich – GGAAT) strand of periCEN MaSat increases

80-fold, but in the later stage (48 h) the transcription of

this strand decreases by 40%, while the transcription of the

antisense strand (in mouse A-rich – CCTTA) increases

140-fold. At the stage of 4 cells, transcripts of both strands

have not been observed (Fig. 6, I). Inactivation of the early

transcription of the periCEN TR results in disruption of

formation of the HChr association regions – chromocen-

ters. As a result, the required expression pattern of the

coding part of the genome is not formed, which leads to

embryo death [6]. Transcription of TRs provides condition

for heterochromatization of the respective areas and for-

mation of chromocenters in the stage of 4 cells [108].

In the stage of blastocyst, during the process of losing

pluripotency, the transcription of the sense strand of

MaSat is renewed. When differentiation of embryonic stem

cells (ESCs) is induced by retinoic acid, the number of

strand-specific transcripts of periCEN TR increases

sharply, and these transcripts are located exclusively in the

nucleus. Prior to the induction with retinoic acid, chromo-

centers in this ESC line are not formed, and their forma-

tion begins only after induction with retinoic acid [109].

Complex tissue- and time-specific transcription of

periCEN TRs was observed during postimplantation in

human and mouse embryogenesis [92, 102]. The switch

of HSAT 3-1 transcription from the sense strand to the

antisense one occurs in the human embryo at approxi-

mately the 9-10th week of pregnancy [102].

A paradox situation is observed in the adult organ-

ism – the most significant amounts of TR transcripts has

been revealed in intensively proliferating cells [23, 100,

110, 111] and, surprisingly, in aging cells [110, 112, 113].
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However, both CEN TR and periCEN TR processed to

short fragments are active in the intensively proliferating

cells [23, 100, 114]. In aging cells the periCENs are more

active [115, 116].

The transcripts of periCEN TRs can be found in pro-

liferating cells during two stages of the cell cycle.

Transcripts of the mouse γ-satellite with sizes below

200 bp have been detected only in mitotic cells, and they

disappear 1 h after completion of mitosis. The lncRNAs

of the same gamma satellite but with more than 1 kb size

are present in a maximum amount in the nucleus in

G1/early S phase [100]. The length of TR transcripts

identified in the CEN region is usually on a small scale –

up to 200 pairs, but it is still not clear if such transcripts

are the result of lncRNA processing, or they were initial-

ly expresses as short transcripts. The transcripts of CEN

TRs in the form of a single-strand RNAs bind to CENP-

C (one of the key proteins in assembly of the kineto-

chore), attract CENP-C to the CEN region, and next are

identified in the composition of the assembled kineto-

chore. It is precisely these CEN TRs that are essential for

the kinetochore assembly and proliferative activity [110,

117, 118]. Excessive accumulation of the CEN TR tran-

scripts leads to genome instability in a form of chromo-

some anomalies and accumulation of micronuclei con-

taining periCEN. Transcription of the periCEN TRs

increases in aging cells [116]. The transcription is accom-

panied by the significant decondensation of periCEN

HChr in the interphase nucleus, but not on mitotic chro-

mosomes (Fig. 6, II; [115]). The mechanism involved is

likely not activation of transcription, but disruption of

transcript processing, accumulation of lncRNA, and,

consequently, disruption of heterochromatinization of

the periCEN [113]. The mechanism of accumulation of

the periCEN TR transcripts during aging could be associ-

ated with the impaired functioning of deacetylase SIRT6

leading to periCEN TR chromatin acetylation and

depression of their transcription [113, 114].

While accumulation of the periCEN TRs during cell

aging is the result of the disruption of lncRNA TR pro-

cessing, sharp transcription activation of some TRs

required for heterochromatinization of the respective

region is observed during embryogenesis.

TRANSCRIPTION OF TANDEM REPEATS

DURING STRESS AND CARCINOGENESIS 

Transcription of the periCEN TRs is observed during

pathological cell states. Heat shock and cadmium are

Fig. 6. Transcription and decondensation of periCEN TRs. (I) a) Chromatin organization in the one-cell and four-cell stage of mouse devel-

opment. Color-coding is presented in the left upper corner. Location of heterochromatin 1 is determined with FISH; heterochromatin 2 dis-

plays protein labels of inactivated chromatin; b) strand-specific transcription of MaSat (mouse periCEN TR) in preimplantation mouse

embryogenesis; forward – transcription from “sense” (T-rich – GGAAT); reverse – transcription from “antisense” (A-rich – CCTTA)

satDNA strands; polyA RNA – increase in total expression (of coding regions). The time scale of development is presented at the bottom from

the moment of introduction of human chorionic gonadotropin hormone (hCG, 0; induction of ovulation) and fertilization (F, 12).

Figures designate hours from the hCG administration. Cell cycle phases are indicated. Increase in polyA RNA expression coincides with the

time point of induction of the parent genome (our scheme). (II) Decondensation of pericentromeric TR HS3-1. Localization of HS3 in chro-

mosome 1 (red, panel (a)) in A431 cells and lung fibroblasts at 11th (M11) and 32nd passage (M32). Nuclei are stained with DAPI (blue).

Scale bar 5 µm; b) statistical calculation of the degree of decondensation of HS3-1 in nuclei (black) and in chromosomes (dashed); * signifi-

cant (p < 0.05) difference from lung fibroblasts from the 11th passage (control) (adapted from Enukashvily et al. [115], reproduced with per-

mission).
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strong inducers of cell stress [99, 119]. The transcription-

al factor HSF-1 associated with the periCEN DNA of

chromosome 9 stimulates transcription during heat shock

[120]. This factor recruits acetyltransferases to the

periCEN region that hyperacetylate TRs in the composi-

tion of the chromatin TRs, which in turn attracts proteins

with amino acid chain containing a bromodomain. These

proteins are required for the transcription of satellites by

RNA-polymerase II [121]. Two groups of researchers

independently produced results confirming transcription

of the periCEN TRs during heat shock [90, 120]. The

main role of the periCEN TR transcripts is participation

in the assembly of nuclear stress-bodies [119].

Inactivation of TR transcription or the protein regulators

leads to blocking of stress-body assembly and decrease in

the activity effector caspases 3/7 from the apoptotic cas-

cade [122]. TR transcription is observed only for the first

two hours from the beginning of heat action and depends

on the functioning of the chaperon Daxx and RNA-heli-

case p68 [123]. The transcription of perCEN TR TСAST,

which comprises 35% of the red flour beetle T. castaneum

genome, was investigated in insects. The authors demon-

strated that TCAST transcription also increased in all

cells of the organism following heat shock [124].

Many researchers have reported activation of

periCEN TR transcription in tumors. The TR transcripts

are prognostic indicators for many types of malignant

tumors. Initially, the periCEN transcription but not the

CEN TRs was established for Wilms tumors, and after

that it was found in cells of epithelial carcinoma A431,

but not in HeLa [8, 9, 115]. Unlike the TR transcription

in normal tissues, the transcription in tumors is not

strand-specific. The transcription of periCEN TRs can be

very active in some tumors, increasing 130-fold in com-

parison with the adjacent normal tissues [95]. The

decrease in the amount of ubiquitinated histone H2A as a

result of mutation in the BRCA1 gene in breast tumor

results in the derepression of transcription of mouse

periCEN TRs. The increased genome instability, which

leads to malignization more often in mouse than in

humans, is the result of activation of transcription of

periCEN TRs [8, 113, 125].

However, TR transcription is not universal for all

tumors. The transcription of perCEN TRs is observed

only in the tumor surroundings (tumor stroma) in mouse

non-small cell lung cancer, but not in the tumor cells.

The phenotype of aging cells is characteristic for tumor-

associated fibroblasts that form stroma. Hence, in this

case TR transcription is not related to the cell maligniza-

tion but is due to processes of cell aging and acquiring of

tumor-associated phenotype [126].

Investigation of TR transcription (lncRNA TR) in

cancer cells facilitated establishing a fundamentally new

mechanism of TR proliferation. In colorectal adenocar-

cinomas, periCEN TR HS2 (human satellite 2) tran-

scripts are required for formation of double-strand

DNA–RNA hybrids. These hybrids are formed catalyzed

by the virus reverse transcriptases activated in the tumor

cells and represent one of the mechanisms of the increase

in number of HS2 copies in cells and at the same time

increasing genome instability [101]. The mechanism sug-

gests reverse transcription on TR RNAs, existence of the

TR RNA–DNA hybrids, and the possibility of insertion

of a new copy into the genome. The presence of ERV and

its fragments in HChr provides a new hypothesis for

explanation of the known variability of TRs (Fig. 7).

Participation of TR transcripts in cell metabolism is

still very poorly understood. But some conclusions can be

made based on the available data. The periCEN TR tran-

scripts are required in normal tissues for formation of the

periCEN HChr and, hence, for formation of the expres-

sion pattern due to trans-effects. The CEN TRs play a

role in assembly of the kinetochore. The excessive expres-

sion of periCEN TRs could lead to genome instability

and associated malignization of cells. The dark genome

matter thus gradually reveals its secrets.

VARIABILITY AND MOBILITY

OF TANDEM REPEATS

In the few cases when karyotype rearrangements

were investigated at the level of genome databases, corre-

lation of the break points with availability of TRs was

reported [25, 127], not to mention rapid evolution of

CEN/periCEN TRs [70]. Investigation of the role of

extracellular DNA in the life of an organism could shed

light on the mechanism of rapid TR evolution and their

presence in chromosome break points [128].

eDNA (extracellular DNA) circulates in the body

liquids of higher vertebrates, but so far only medical pro-

fessionals rather than biologists consider this as an inter-

esting problem [129-132]. Whole genome sequencing and

new sequencing techniques allow presenting the issue of

eDNA from another standpoint [133].

The main sources of the eDNA in an organism are:

1) exosomes from resting cells; 2) microvesicles from acti-

vated cells; 3) apoptotic cells [134]. The capture of eDNA

by cell cultures and its incorporation into the chromatin

of the host cell was demonstrated [135]. Both the DNA

from cancer patients and from healthy donors was used in

the study either in the form of purified DNA (DNAfs) or

in the form of chromatin fragments (Cfs); the prepara-

tions were labeled and added to the culture medium with

the murine cell line NIH3T3 (immortal fibroblasts). It

was found that the fragments of both DNAfs and Cfs

migrated rapidly to the nucleus and were retained there

for so long that it was possible to identify transformed

clones. Inserts of human DNA into the mouse genome

were monitored using hybridization with total human

DNA (contains predominately Alu repeats; class SINE)

and with a pancentromeric probe (contains predominate-
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ly TRs). The genome of the transformed clones was

sequenced, and multiple copies of the integrated frag-

ments were detected. Hybridization with the pan-CEN

probe demonstrates that TRs represent a significant por-

tion of the plasma DNA. Cfs were integrated better than

DNAfs. Both preparations from the cancer patients were

integrated more actively than the same ones from healthy

donors. The in vivo transformation via injection of human

DNA into mice was also reported. The authors conclude

that the circulating eDNA is a constant physiological

damaging agent inducing apoptosis under normal condi-

tions, but also participating in multiple pathologies

including aging and malignization [135]. It is important

that a significant portion of the eDNA consists of TRs,

which are integrated into genome during natural transfor-

mation.

Apoptosis was experimentally induced in human

umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC), and the DNA

pool present in the culture medium (eDNA) was

sequenced and used as a probe for in situ hybridization

[136]. Both methods demonstrated enrichment of the

eDNA with repeating elements: 1) eDNA was enriched

with periCEN TRs, particularly with HS3, but by con-

trast the CEN TR α-satellite was underrepresented; 2)

eDNA was enriched with Alu element (SINE), but the

LINEs were underrepresented. Similar features were

reported for the blood serum from healthy donors [137,

138].

The fact that eDNA in apoptotic cells is enriched

with TRs has been proven [136], but it is likely that anoth-

er mechanism involving membrane DNA is in place dur-

ing formation of exosomes and microvesicles. The cell

line WIL2-CG was constructed based on the human

diploid B-lymphocyte cell line WIL2, which expressed a

chitin-binding domain on the surface. The domain

allowed isolating cell membrane without nucleus disrup-

tion, and, thus, the problem of contamination of the

membrane fraction with the genomic DNA was resolved.

When the sequenced membrane DNA was compared with

the initial WGS\WGA databases, it became clear that it

was precisely the TRs that were attached to the inner side

of cytoplasmic membrane as ~6-kb fragments (Fig. 7;

[139]). The special type of RNA polymerase II was iden-

tified that transcribed membrane DNA, in particular the

alphoid satellite DNA [139]. There is no doubt of the

existence of the membrane fraction of DNA. The fact

that the eDNA was found to be enriched with TRs was

unexpected.

Heterochromatin that is enriched with TRs remains

the most mysterious portion of the genome; the presence

Fig. 7. Scheme summarizing the transcription/reverse transcription cycle of periCEN TRs (a, b) and membrane TR (c), and TR cycle in

eDNA (d). a) LncRNA transcripts are produced in cancer cells as a result of transcription of periCEN TRs, which are subjected to reverse

transcription mediated by the ERV-K reverse transcriptase (?, IAP) followed by reintegration into the genome, resulting in expansion of TRs

via DNA–RNA duplexes and double stranded TR dsDNA, or (b) lncRNA is recognized by specific receptors and induces primary inflamma-

tory response (according to [140]); c) DNA TR on a membrane with polymerase II specific to TR (according to [139]); d) fragments of DNA

TR are introduced into an extracellular medium and become components of eDNA in complex with proteins; eDNA is recognized by recep-

tors (?), penetrates into cells, and is inserted into the subtelomeric region (according to [135]) (the scheme as a whole is original).
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of TRs in the membrane DNA fraction makes the func-

tions of TRs even more significant, and availability of the

special polymerase and, likely, DNA–RNA TR duplexes

is in agreement with the mechanism of transfer and mul-

tiplication of TRs mediated by reverse transcription that

was found in cancer cells (Fig. 7; [140]).

The presence of TRs in eDNA can be assumed in

relation to the history of discovery of the complex of cen-

tromeric proteins CENP-A, CENP-B, and CENP-C

[141]. These proteins were identified as main antigens in

certain autoimmune disorders [142]. They were detected

in CREST serum (Calcinosis, Raynaud’s phenomenon,

Esophageal dysmotility, Sclerodactyly, Telangiectasia) in

scleroderma. CENP-A and CENP-B are very well

understood, their genes have been cloned, and antibod-

ies towards pure proteins are commercially available.

CENP-A was found to be the CEN-specific variant of

the nucleosome core histone H3 [143]. DNA in the form

of nucleosomes of the “beads-on-a-string” type, which

is characteristic for TRs, has been found rather frequent-

ly in eDNA [138, 144-146]. Hence, the fact of enrich-

ment of the membrane and eDNA with TRs demonstrat-

ed with sequencing is in good agreement with previous

data.

TRs are present in eDNA, and precisely the TRs are

the most variable portion of the genome. The fact that

TRs are different even in closely related species [70, 147]

indicates that the change of the TR repertoire implies fix-

ation of a new species. The availability of TRs in the

eDNA, mechanism of transcription, and reverse tran-

scription of TRs demonstrated in the membrane fraction

and in cancer cells suggests that one-step replacement of

TR fields is possible during species fixation.

The questions related to the mysteries of constitutive

heterochromatin are far from being resolved. It can be

concluded based on the facts available at the present time

that ERVs represent a vital component of HChr that like-

ly includes certain ERV classes (IAP (ERV2) in mouse)

and ~2-kb LINE fragment, transcripts of which in the

interphase nucleus are the main components of Cot

RNA.

The availability of TRs in the genome is characteris-

tic for eukaryotes. So far we understand that: 1) the main

portion of TRs is associated with interphase nucleus, in

mice – with chromocenters; 2) TRs located in the

euchromatin portion of the genome are likely an underly-

ing morphogenetic program; 3) transcription of TRs is

necessary for maintaining heterochromatin status of the

HChr portion of the genome, but most important are the

bursts of TR transcription accompanying normal

embryogenesis and other stages of cardinal changes in the

cell cycle including cancerogenesis; 4) the main hurdle in

investigation of the role of TRs is lack of their satisfacto-

ry classification and annotation; up to the present time,

TRs represent the “dark matter of the genome”.
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